
I.Multiple Choice  

Choose the correct answer for the following questions (1.5 pt each) 

1. Which one of the following is caused by bad array indexes? 

a) ArrayStoreException  c) ArithmeticException 

b) IOException                d)     ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException 

2. In java multiple inheritance is achieved using 

 a)abstract class  b) inheritance  c) interface  d) encapsulation 

3. ________ defines only abstract methods and final fields.  

a) interface    b) final class   c) abstract class    d) class  

4. The default value of a static integer  variable of a class in Java is,  

       a) 0      b)   1       c) Garbage value   d) Null 

5. If it is not explicitly written in the code compiler will add it, which one? 

A) Parameterizedconstructor b) any method c) default constructor d) none 

6. A way of restricting inheritance is, 

a) Using final b) using interface c) using method overriding 

7.  Special method that has the same name with its class and used to initialize objects 

is____________ a) constructor  b) object c) class d) all 

8. A variables that is declared inside the class but out of any method is, 

a) Instance variables b) data members c) local variable d) a&b 

9. Can a java program have try block without having catch block? 

a) Yes   b) No  

10.  What is the default value of strings constructors initialize to? 

a)  null b) 0   c) “ ” d) false 

11. Can a java program have try block without having catch block? 

a) Yes   b) No  

12. If two methods have same name but different parameter list then it is called___________  

 a) Method overriding    b) Method overloading     c) Operator overloading    d) None 

13. The mechanism of deriving a new class from an old one is called ______________.  

a)Method overriding    b) Method overloading     c) Operator overloading    d) Inheritance  



14. Which of the following is not characteristics of an object 

a) Identity   b) state   c) Behavior d) None 

15. “Divided an integer by zero” is the example of ____________ type of error.  

a) Compile-time     b) Run-time    c) Logical      d) exception  

16. Can abstract class have non abstract methods? 

a) No      b) Yes  

 

II.Answer the following   

1. How can we prevent from inheriting?(2pts) 

2. What are instance variables write a java program declare two instance variables of integer and 

String. (3 marks)  

3. What do we mean by method overriding in java and support your definition with example (4pts) 

4. What do we mean by check exception? (1pt) 

a. Write 2 examples of checked exception (2pts)  

5. What is the difference between Character Streamand Byte Stream? (2pt) 

6. Differentiate throw and throws, support your clarification by writing simple java program. (4pts) 

 

III   program and Output 

 

1. What is the output for the following program? (3pts) 
classEh{  
    publicstaticvoidmain (String[] args){  
        try{ 
            intx = 0;  
            System.out.println ("xis = "+ x);  
            inty = x/ 2;  
            System.out.println("yis = "+ y);  
        }  
        catch(ArithmeticException e) {  
            System.out.println ("arithmetic exception error will be printed");  
        }  
   
        finally{ 
            System.out.println ("Finally block is printed");  
        }  
    }  
}  

 



2. What is wrong with the following program and fix it?(4pts) 

interfaceRectangle{ 
  void  area(int item){ 

 System.out.println("Hello Java interface…"); 

    } 
} 
class A implements Regtangle{ 
int x; 
    public void  area(inty){ 
        x = y*y; 
    } 
} 
class B{ 
    public static void main(String args[]){ 
Aobj = new A(); 
obj.x = 10; 
obj.area(5); 
System.out.print(obj.x); 
    } 
} 
 

 

3. For the following write java method overloading to display 30 and 40 as output. (4 pts.)  

class Calculation{ 
    //write the methods to display the above values. 
    public static void main(String args[]){ 
        Calculation a=new Calculation(); 
a.sum(10,10,10); 
a.sum(20,20); 
    } 
} 


